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A comparison between “Nigori-e” and “Crime and Punishment”:
The Overlapping Image of O’Riki and Raskolnikov after the Crime
KIMURA Isao












HIGUCHI Ichiyoh (1872-96) is the first female author in modern Japan. However she has been 
considered as a traditionist under the influence of Murasaki Shikibu or other classic writers and wrote 
herself only in Kobun (archaic writing). “Nigori-e” (1895) is her most important work, which describes 
the harlot O-Riki’s complexed mental state and her sudden death (maybe murdered!). There has been an 
argument on the story about it’s defect or not. But even now it attracts many readers and  itself has 
becom a classic. Three years before “Nigori-e”, “Crime and Punishment” by Dostoyevsky was translated 
in japanese by UCHIDA Roan. I think it gave a shock to Ichiyoh. Lonely  O-Riki’s behavior especially 
overlaps Raskolnikov’s alley wanderings after the crime. Through their nihilistic sayings and doing, I 
will find Ichiyoh’s unexpected modernity in Japanese literature.
?????????????????????????????????????????
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